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Huntington Ingalls Industries awarded six
destroyers in US Navy contract
Huntington Ingalls Industries’ Ingalls Shipbuilding
division has been awarded a $5.1 billion fixed-price
incentive, multiyear procurement contract for
construction of six Arleigh Burke-class (DDG 51)
Flight III destroyers for the US Navy.
The contract includes options for engineering
and post-delivery efforts, which, if exercised, would
bring the cumulative value of the contract to
approximately $5.25 billion.
“Destroyers represent the backbone of the
Navy’s fleet and play a significant role in the defense
of our freedom,” said Ingalls Shipbuilding President
Brian Cuccias. “Our shipbuilders construct every
DDG 51 with great pride, knowing the significant
mission each ship carries out in their lifetime. This
contract for six additional destroyers is significant
not only for the men and women who will spend the
next several years building and delivering these
quality ships, but also for the sailors who will operate
these warships around the world ensuring there is
Arleigh Burke-class (DDG 51) Flight III destroyers
peace back home.”
Over the course of 30 years, Ingalls has built
and delivered 30 Arleigh Burke-class destroyers. The shipyard currently has five DDGs under construction, including the first
Flight III ship, DDG 125, which started fabrication in May.
Arleigh Burke-class destroyers are capable, multi-mission ships and can conduct a variety of operations, from peacetime
presence and crisis management to sea control and power projection, all in support of the United States’ military strategy. The
guided missile destroyers are capable of simultaneously fighting air, surface and subsurface battles. The ship contains myriad
offensive and defensive weapons designed to support maritime defense needs well into the 21st century.
GMC

Broadband in a backpack at the top of the
world
Paradigm’s high-speed SWARM satellite terminal provided invaluable
support for the RAF on their Himalayan Venture 18 (HV18) this September.
The lightweight, powerful terminal, easily carried in a backpack, helped to
keep the world up-to-date with the progress of the Alpine team, climbing in
a remote part of The Himalayas, frequently at altitudes of over 5000m. The
climbers posted regular media updates of photos and video, kept in touch
with the other teams and stayed safe thanks to the global connectivity of
Inmarsat’s Global Xpress network and the quick set-up and ease-of-use of
the SWARM.
Speaking directly from the Himalayas, RAF Squadron Leader Gordon
Henderson of the Alpine Team described the SWARM’s data speeds as
“like having the equivalent of a home wi-fi system”.
Paradigm’s MD Ulf Sandberg added: “It’s been fantastic to follow the
SWARM satellite terminal
team’s progress with the superb photos and videos that satcom, via the
SWARM and Global Xpress, has allowed them to share with the world”.
The SWARM was selected for the expedition following its success in providing seamless connectivity at the RAF100 Flypast
over Buckingham Palace back in July 2018. This high-profile RAF100 Centenary event involved 100 aircraft from the past 100
years flying over the skies of London.
The SWARM provided the Air Command Media team with constant communications in the face of high demand from the public
on the terrestrial 4G network. The SWARM is an ultra portable, rugged satcom system which can be easily operated by a nonskilled user. Assembly typically takes around 90 seconds with high-speed, broadband connectivity achievable in less than 240
seconds. Acquiring the satellite is intuitive, quick and tool-free using the integrated audio and visual pointing aids onboard the
PIM® (Paradigm Interface Module) terminal controller. View the SWARM video for a closer look at the terminal and for visuals on
its quick setup and simple pointing.
HIMALAYAN VENTURE 18 (@raf100HV18) is the principal expedition of RAF100 – the celebration of the centenary of the
formation of the Royal Air Force, the first independent Air Force in the world. The expedition unites 75 members of the wider RAF
family in a pioneering expedition to the Rolwaling and Khumbu regions of the Nepalese Himalayan range. It brings together
GMC
individuals with a variety of outdoor experience, ranging from the absolute novice to the experienced mountaineer.
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Lockheed Martin contract to marry
machine learning with 3-D printing
for more reliable parts
Today, 3-D printing generates parts used in ships, planes, vehicles and spacecraft, but it also requires a lot of babysitting. Highvalue and intricate parts sometimes require constant monitoring by expert specialists to get them right. Furthermore, if any one
section of a part is below par, it can render the whole part unusable. That's why Lockheed Martin and the Office of Naval Research
are exploring how to apply artificial intelligence to train robots to independently oversee—and optimize—3-D printing of complex
parts.
The two-year, $5.8 million contract specifically studies and will customize multi-axis robots that use laser beams to deposit
material. The team will develop software models and sensor modifications for the robots to build better components.
"We will research ways machines can observe, learn and make decisions by themselves to make better parts that are more
consistent, which is crucial as 3-D printed parts become more and more common," said Brian Griffith, Lockheed Martin's project
manager. "Machines should monitor and make adjustments on their own during printing to ensure that they create the right
material properties during production."
Researchers will apply machine learning techniques to additive manufacturing so variables can be monitored and controlled
by the robot during fabrication.
"When you can trust a robotic system to make a quality part, that opens the door to who can build usable parts and where you
build them," said Zach Loftus, Lockheed Martin Fellow for additive manufacturing. "Think about sustainment and how a maintainer
can print a replacement part at sea, or a mechanic print a replacement part for a truck deep in the desert. This takes 3-D printing
to the next, big step of deployment."
Currently, technicians spend many hours per build testing quality after fabrication, but that's not the only waste in developing a
complex part. It's common practice to build each part compensating for the weakest section for a part and allowing more margin
and mass in the rest of the structure. Lockheed Martin's research will help machines make decisions about how to optimize
structures based on previously verified analysis.
That verified analysis and integration into a 3-D printing robotic system is core to this new contract. Lockheed Martin, along
with its strong team, will vet common types of microstructures used in an additive build. Although invisible from the outside, a part
could have slightly different microstructures on the inside. The team will measure the performance attributes of the machine
parameters, these microstructures and align them to material properties before integrating this knowledge into a working system.
With this complete set of information, machines will be able to make decisions about how to print a part that ensures good
performance.
The team is starting with the most common titanium alloy, Ti-6AI-4V, and integrating the related research with seven industry,
national lab and university partners.
GMC

Contract specifically studies and will customize multi-axis robots that use laser beams to deposit material. Photo courtesy
of Lockheed Martin
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Protecting data and ourselves
Never before in history have we been as connected and digitally intertwined as we are today. With the touch of a button,
or indeed a simple voice command, we can speak with people across the world, transmit and receive data, access the
latest news, film, or media. These unprecedented levels of connectivity deliver life-changing benefits to consumers the
world over, and on the defence stage, they’re making all the difference to mission-critical communications. With this
new digital era, however, protecting ourselves and our data has never been more important; this is particularly true
within defence forces.

It’s difficult not to be aware of the need to protect oneself
digitally in today’s world. We’ve moved on from the recent
decades when a simple anti-virus package was all that was
needed to secure consumer computing devices; today, we live
in a veritable wild west of digital security, where cunning hackers
are able to steal all sorts of valuable information from us, should
we let our guard down. Keeping our data private is vital, both for
the individual, and for the state.
For governments, the era of connectivity has created massive
new security challenges. We’ve progressed incredibly in terms
of the amount of information that can be collected and
communicated over the Internet and other wireless feeds, giving
us greater capabilities than ever before, and it’s imperative that
this information remain in the intended hands. If information on
troop movements or plans are acquired by the enemy, the
battlefield becomes all the more deadly. Meanwhile, if malicious
groups gain access to governmental voting systems, democratic
process is in immense trouble.
One of the biggest challenges in cybersecurity is the rapidlyevolving nature of security risks. In many cases, threats are
advancing faster than we can keep up with. As such, there is no
one cybersecurity solution. Indeed, effective cybersecurity
includes a collection of technologies and processes to protect
networks, programmes, computers and data from attack or
unauthorised access. Both physical and cyber threats must be

6

guarded against to ensure the essential delivery of services.
Accordingly, governments must focus on all aspects of
cybersecurity, and retain advice and technologies from a variety
of vendors. This can lead to complicated systems with a very
large number of players working to different levels, leading to
confusion and ineffective coverage.
Cyber-attacks in 2018
It’s been a busy year so far on the cybersecurity front, and we
can fully expect incidences of cyber attacks to increase for the
foreseeable future.
The US Government has publicly acknowledged Russian
state involvement in the 2017 cyber attacks on American utility’s
control systems. Officials had hinted of the involvement for
months, but in February, the Government attributed the NotPetya
ransomware attacks to Russia, and the grid hacking was
attributed to Russia a month later in March.
Late in February, the MyFitness Pal app was breached,
resulting in the exposure of usernames, email addresses and
passwords of around 150 million users. The hack wasn’t detected
until the end of March. Also, in March, the Department of Justice
(DOJ) indicted nine Iranian hackers for the alleged hacking of
144 US universities, 176 universities in 21 other countries, 47
private companies, and other targets like the United Nations,
the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and the states
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of Hawaii and Indiana. According to the DOJ, the suspects stole
31TB of data, estimated to be worth US$3 billion in intellectual
property. Meanwhile, aggregation company Exactis left some
340 million records exposed on a publicly-accessible server
earlier this year in a major act of data exposure. Around 2TB of
personal data from hundreds of millions of US citizens was made
available as a result of improper defence and storage.
At the end of May, there were yet more reports of Russian
cyber-attacks, this time involving a hacking campaign that
impacted more than 500,000 routers worldwide. The attack,
which spreads a malware called VPNFilter, can be used to
coordinate the infected devices to create a massive botnet, or
else directly spy and manipulate web activity to create a massive
botnet. Such capabilities can be used to launch network
manipulation or spam campaigns, to stealing data and creating
targeted, localised attacks.

that need augmentation.”
In March, Comtech’s Command & Control Technologies
group partnered with Southern New Hampshire University
(SNHU), a leader in online education, to integrate Comtech’s
CYBRScore Lab solution within three courses in SNHU’s Master
of Science in Cyber Security program. CYBRScore Labs are a
hands-on solution powered by Comtech’s patented
PerformanScore dynamic scoring technology. With this solution,
SNHU gains valuable insight into student cybersecurity skills
and abilities via quantifiable metrics and equips graduates with

Comtech launches third CYBRScore Skills Assessment
Comtech Telecommunications, which offers advanced
communications solutions for large governmental users, is also
making its presence known on the cyber stage. In October 2017,
its Command & Control Technologies group launched its third
CYBRScore Skills Assessment work role using the knowledge,
skills and abilities defined in the National Initiative for
Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Cybersecurity Workforce
Framework (NCWF).
In today’s rapidly evolving cybersecurity threat environment,
the awareness and knowledge of employees is essential to
protect critical enterprise infrastructure; however, few
organizations are able to quantitatively measure the skills of
their key personnel responsible for cybersecurity protection.
CYBRScore, therefore, provides quantitative metrics on
cybersecurity job role skills.
The Cyber Defense Analyst role is available on a cloud-based
platform as a series of five 30-45 minute scenario-based
exercises. Comtech’s patented Performan Score technology
measures more than 450 data points to provide the most
accurate evaluation of an individual’s capabilities with respect
to all 125 knowledge, skills, abilities and tasks defined by the
NCWF for the Cyber Defense Analyst work role.
“CYBRScore™ Skills Assessments provide a quantitative
measurement of performance, using practical, hands-on
scenarios to evaluate job-role competencies. Our Skills
Assessments provide specific insights into strengths and
weaknesses of an enterprise’s Cybersecurity workforce and
identify the highest impact training investments,” said Fred
Kornberg, President and Chief Executive Officer of Comtech
Telecommunications Corp. ”The CYBRScore assessment
details an overall score with individual skills breakdown and
provides training recommendations to improve the skill areas
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verifiable ‘job ready’ skills.
Comtech provides a series of 30 cloud-based lab scenarios
integrated within three core graduate level information security
courses, including Network Assessment and Defense (IT-643),
Investigation and Digital Forensics (ISE-640), and the Cyber
Security Capstone (ISE-690). All labs are conducted in a
virtualized environment that features real networks, real
machines, real tools, and real-world scenarios. Each lab scenario
lasts from 30-60 minutes. Students can access these labs
anywhere, anytime with a viable Internet connection and a
laptop.
“We are thrilled to partner with Comtech to integrate their
CYBRScore lab solution within our cybersecurity program,” said
Scott Overmyer, Assistant Executive Director, Academic STEM
Programs, Southern New Hampshire University. “We are
measuring real-time competency and gaining never-before-seen
insights to understand exactly where students need to improve
their cybersecurity skills.”
Thales advances secure defence cloud platforms
Defence forces all over the world are investing heavily in digital
transformation, particularly in the digitalization of their command
and control and battlefield communications systems. Cloud
services have enhanced millions of lives – in fact, every
magazine we prepare is created in the cloud – but commercial
solutions are not suitable for military applications, since they
typically require high levels of bandwidth which is not available
in the field. Additionally, cybersecurity must be more stringent
than ever to ensure mission critical data is kept secure.
In June, Thales made a major step forwards in this area with
the launch of the first comprehensive private cloud infrastructure
solution to improve the operational efficiency of the armed forces.
Its new Nexium Defence Cloud solution is designed specifically
for constrained environments, enabling deployed forces to
conduct missions in total autonomy. Cloud connectivity on the
battlefield promises to drive a technological revolution for armed
forces and engender a growth in demand for new capabilities to
gather, share and process large volumes of data in real time.
As threat environments evolve, armed forces units will be able
to respond immediately, and sometimes simultaneously, to any
situation that may arise in future conflicts.

Photo courtesy of Pexels

With its Nexium Defence Cloud and related connectivity
solutions, Thales proposes a complete solution including secure,
end-to-end hosting of data and applications. Users ranging from
commanders in the home country to units deployed in theatres
of operation can access data in complete privacy in a dedicated
environment that takes full benefit of Thales’s cybersecurity
expertise. Nexium Defence Cloud is a modular solution with an
extensive range of configurations available to accommodate the
requirements of very high-capacity, readily expandable
infrastructure networks for bases all the way down to an all-inone box that transforms a Forward Operating Bases into new
cloud nodes in a matter of hours. This ability to interconnect
systems and devices quickly and easily within ad-hoc command
structures and organisations boosts mission effectiveness with
no trade-off in security. Equipment and applications can be
deployed, configured and updated remotely so that the armed
forces can focus on their core missions.
“Thales is bringing to armed forces, its expertise in secure,
interoperable information and telecommunication systems,
combined with world-class capabilities in the key digital
technologies of connectivity and IoT, Big Data, artificial
intelligence and cybersecurity. With Nexium Defence Cloud,

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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Thales is expanding the armed forces’ arsenal with a new digital
power that allows them to make decisions quickly and efficiently
in real time at each decisive moment,” said Marc Darmon, Thales
Executive Vice President, Secure Communications and
Information Systems.
Following the launch of Nexium Defence Cloud, Thales has
become Microsoft’s preferred partner in the development of a
cloud technology for ‘demanding’ customers. The two groups
will become the first to offer a complementary solution adapted
to the differing needs of armed forces from national command
centres down to individual theatres of operations, with no
compromise on security.
To accomplish this, Microsoft Azure Stack, which is delivered
as an integrated system, will be used as the baseline system,
into which Thales will integrate its connectivity and end-to-end
cybersecurity and encryption solutions. This will handle the most
sensitive data, while keeping it hosted at defence headquarters
or deployed in the field. The resulting system will couple the
cloud computing power and functionalities of Azure Stack with
Thales’s resilient and robust cybersecurity functionalities,
necessary to guarantee the security of all data deemed sensitive
and classified by armed forces while reinforcing interoperability
and operational excellence.
The solution will provide armed forces with a flexible cloud
application platform which exceeds the basic functionalities of
data storage and management. Secured defence clouds do not
currently possess this functionality. In future developments,
Azure Stack augmented with the Guavus Reflex analytics
platform could give users the ability to analyse big amount of
data in real-time for intelligence gathering, to use military Internet
of Things (IoT) applications involving various types of sensors
on the field or even to exchange data with mobile applications
for augmented soldiers.
The unique environment the cloud platform will operate in,
including theatres of operations and bases in remote locations,
will require the platform to be configured differently to a

commercial system. Indeed, each integrated system will require
a level of autonomy, and be capable of working offline in case
of a connection loss due to conditions on the ground. It will also
require systems to be portable and be ruggedized and hardened
to ensure resilience when deployed in theatre. Accordingly,
configuration will be managed by Thales.
“We are thrilled to announce our unique partnership with
Thales to accelerate digital transformation in the defense sector.
Our solution, Microsoft Azure Stack will help armed forces in
the analysis of huge volumes of sensitive data in order to make
break through developments. Together with Thales, we will be
able to provide a flexible cloud platform with an unequalled level
of security that will help overcome challenges within the defense
industry,” said Jean-Philippe Courtois, Executive Vice President
and President, Microsoft Global Sales, Marketing and
Operations, Microsoft.
ESA pushes ahead with quantum communications
We’ve heard a lot in recent years about satellite-enabled
quantum communications, particularly from China. According
to the theory, quantum communications will enable secure,
reliable, ‘hack-proof ’ communications to governments,
companies and defence groups across the globe.
In August 2016, QUESS, a ‘hack-proof’ communications
satellite was launched into orbit to enable China to provide highlevel communications security support to islands in the South
China Sea, Chinese embassies and consulates in foreign
countries. QUESS became operational in January 2017, and it
was reported that the satellite had successfully beamed photons
between itself and two ground stations and demonstrated that
the particles could remain in a linked quantum state even at a
distance of 1,200km. Scientists believe that after establishing
reliable communications links using the technique, it will be
possible to create ‘super secure’ quantum-enabled
communications networks by adding more satellites. Follow-up
experiments are expected to last five years, with a new satellite

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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placed into a higher orbit of 20,000km above Earth.
Today, other organisations and entities are getting in on the
action. In May, it was reported that the European Space Agency
(ESA) and an SES-led consortium are developing a system that
will allow the generation of encryption keys from space, as well
as their secure transmission to users on Earth via laser.
Under the agreement with ESA, the SES-led consortium of
industry partners will establish a Quantum Cryptography
Telecommunication System (QUARTZ), a new platform aimed
at providing a global service for next-generation encryption keys
for use in geographically dispersed networks. Possible
applications will address the needs of users such as
telecommunication operators, financial organisations,
infrastructure providers, institutions and, most notably, potentially
governmental organisations.
In the framework of the QUARTZ project, SES will define,
design and develop a satellite-based Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) system and service architecture, which includes the future
service and the core technologies up to ground end-to-end
testing. Other members of the consortium will provide specific
technological contributions and expertise for various elements
of the system and will include companies and research
organisations from ESA member states.
Thanks to its reach and unlimited coverage, satellite can be
a key element in achieving a reliable, globally available
cybersecurity system. According to reports, the QUARTZ project
is an important step towards an innovative, robust, scalable and
commercially viable satellite-based QKD service. It will enable
the generation of encryption keys by secure laser links from
satellite to users on the ground via a laser terminal for optical
communication, as well as photon transmission for the quantum
keys.
QUARTZ is a project developed under the umbrella of ESA’s
new ARTES / ScyLight programme called SeCure and Laser
communication Technology, in a dedicated Programme Line for
Quantum Technologies. ScyLight was created by the ESA as a
dedicated programme to foster and support the development
and deployment of innovative optical technologies for satellite
communication as well as to assist industry in developing new
market opportunities for optical communication technologies.
“QUARTZ is an excellent example of combining the scientific
communities’ research work and private industry’s requirements
with the support of ESA’s ScyLight programme to develop future
applications,” said Magali Vaissiere, ESA Director of
Telecommunications and Integrated Applications.
Nicole Robinson, SVP Global Government at SES Networks,
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said, “Quantum cryptography and satellite-enabled key
distribution technology are powerful tools in providing safe and
intrusion-resistant data exchange, and can complement SES
Networks’ offerings in the context of secure satellite
communications.”
Looking to the future
Cybersecurity is going nowhere; it’s importance will continue to
grow as we come to live in an increasingly digital era. For
governments and defence forces, it’s vital that cyber attacks be
averted as often as possible for the safe-keeping of nations.
Public private partnerships (PPPs) are gaining a greater hold in
this area as massive organisations seek out expertise and
funding from a variety of directions, and enhanced cooperation
can only help advance technologies. No doubt, we’ll be seeing
a growing number of systems and solutions designed to protect
GMC
data going forwards.
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New developments
in laser weapons
Thanks to a legion of science fiction books, comics, TV
shows and films, the clear majority of us are well-versed
in simple point-and-shoot laser weapons, with their
seemingly endless energy reserves and red, green or blue
flashes of light. Not in common use today, laser weapons
have been the stuff of science fiction for decades, but all
this is about to change as technology brings laser weapons
into reality.

The idea of a laser weapon – a small, lightweight gun that
can instantly fire a brightly-coloured laser, felling an enemy in
an instant – is centuries old. In 1898, H. G. Wells’ ‘War of the
Worlds’ famously brought the idea of the ray-gun into the literary
world, and since then, the Star Wars franchise has truly brought
laser weapons to the masses.
The first laser was demonstrated back in 1960 at Hughes
Research Laboratories, and we’ve come a long way since then.
Today, military laser programmes are focused on creating
weapons that can disable – destruction, or indeed, anything
beyond minor physical damage, is still a long way off - enemy
targets such as vehicles, communications systems, equipment,
and power supplies. In contrast with the movies, laser weapons
are not currently being designed for use on enemy combatants;
under the US Defence Department policy and the United
Nation’s (UN) Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons
(CCW), the use of laser weapons on humans is banned.
Laser weapons work in the same way as non-weaponized
lasers, deployed in everyday life in devices such as printers,
scanners, thermometers, cutting, welding and LIDAR, by
focusing a huge amount of energy into a single point. The
concept of using laser as a weapon has received huge amounts
of interest from government, military and academic groups
around the world – not only is it a ‘cool’ new toy popular with

Photo courtesy of Pexels

younger engineers and designers; they could also be extremely
effective. Indeed, the advantages compared with traditional
kinetic weapons include:

•
•
•
•

Accuracy: Laser weapons are highly accurate. They are
expected to drastically reduce civilian deaths and collateral
damage compared with conventional kinetic weapons.
Speed: Travelling much faster than traditional weaponry, laser
beams provide an extremely rapid form of defence or attack.
Cost: A traditional single-use missile may cost anywhere
from thousands to millions of US Dollars, while lasers can
be fired for as little as US$0.59/use and are fully reusable.
Stealth: Lasers can wreak considerable damage on enemy
targets with no sound or other warning from miles away. The
red, blue or other coloured light beams we see in science
fiction will be left to science fiction; when laser weapons
come into use, the energy beams will likely be entirely
colourless.

Artist’s rendering of Lockheed Martin’s HELIOS system
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Billions of US Dollars have been invested over the past
decades into moving lasers from a scientific principle to an actual
functioning weapon. Investments have fluctuated with the
political landscape and in line with scientific developments,
peaking at US$2.4 billion in 1989 during the height of the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), also known as Star Wars, and
falling shortly after when it became clear that MegaWatt-sized
lasers, capable of massive destruction, were an unrealistic goal.
As with all new technologies, laser weapons also have their
limitations:

•

•
•
•
•
•

Size, weight and Power (SWaP): Lasers require massive
amounts of power, which can make them large and unwieldly,
limiting their mobility. While advancements are being made
in this area, there’s still a lot of room for improvement – we
won’t be seeing a lightweight ray-gun for some time yet!
Line of sight: Line of sight must be maintained between laser
and target.
Atmospheric conditions: Fog, smoke, clouds, natural
turbulence and other atmospheric events alter the way the
laser travels, reducing its effectiveness.
Maintenance: A reusable weapon must be regularly
maintained.
Cooling: Lasers generate vast quantities of waste heat, which
can damage the system if it is not dispersed rapidly enough.
Counter-weapons: As research into laser weaponry
becomes more advanced, so too do counter-measures that
can reduce or nullify their effects.

Despite the limitations, the benefits of laser weapons have
proven too great to be ignored, and, as usual, military arms of
the US Government have been keen to be at the forefront of the
technology.

14

Lockheed Martin advances projects with Air Force Research
Lab and US Navy
Lockheed Martin is one of the world’s leading players in the
laser weapons field, having completed the design, development
and demonstration of a 60kW class beam combined fibre laser
for the US Army early in 2017. During testing, the laser produced
a single 58kW beam, representing a world record for a laser of
this type.
Later in September, a Lockheed Martin-built prototype laser
weapon system, the Advanced Test High Energy Asset
(ATHENA) was demonstrated at the US Army’s White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico. The 30kW class weapon bought
down five Outlaw unmanned aerial systems (UAS) during the
joint test with the Army Space and Missile Defense Command.
“The tests at White Sands against aerial targets validated
our lethality models and replicated the results we’ve seen against
static targets at our own test range,” said Keoki Jackson,
Lockheed Martin’s Chief Technology Officer. “As we mature the
technology behind laser weapon systems, we’re making the
entire system more effective and moving closer to a laser
weapon that will provide greater protection to our warfighters
by taking on more sophisticated threats from a longer range.”
More recently in November 2017, the Air Force Research
Lab (AFRL) awarded Lockheed Martin US$26.3 million for the
design, development and production of a high-power fibre laser.
AFRL plans to test the laser on a tactical fighter jet by 2021.
The contract is part of AFRL’s Self-protect High Energy Laser
Demonstrator (SHiELD) program and is a major step forward in
the maturation of protective airborne laser systems.
“Lockheed Martin continues to rapidly advance laser weapon
systems and the technologies that make them possible,” said
Dr. Rob Afzal, Senior Fellow of Laser Weapon Systems at
Lockheed Martin. “We have demonstrated our ability to use
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directed energy to counter threats from the ground and look
forward to future tests from the air as part of the SHiELD system.”
The SHiELD program includes three subsystems:

•
•
•

SHiELD Turret Research in Aero Effects (STRAFE), the
beam control system, which will direct the laser onto the
target.
Laser Pod Research & Development (LPRD), the pod
mounted on the tactical fighter jet, which will power and cool
the laser.
Laser Advancements for Next-generation Compact
Environments (LANCE), the high energy laser itself, which
can be trained on adversary targets to disable them. LANCE
is designed to operate in a compact environment, thus the
Lockheed Martin team has focused on developing a
compact, high efficiency laser within challenging size, weight
and power constraints.

“Earlier this year, we delivered a 60 kW-class laser to be
installed on a US Army ground vehicle. It’s a completely new
and different challenge to get a laser system into a smaller,
airborne test platform. It’s exciting to see this technology mature
enough to embed in an aircraft,” said Afzal. “The development
of high power laser systems like SHiELD show laser weapon
system technologies are becoming real. The technologies are
ready to be produced, tested and deployed on aircraft, ground
vehicles and ships.”
Later in March, the US Navy awarded Lockheed Martin
a US$150 million contract, with options worth up to US$942.8
million, for the development, manufacture and delivery of two
high power laser weapon systems, including intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) and counter-unmanned
aerial system (counter-UAS) capabilities, by fiscal year 2020.
With the High Energy Laser and Integrated Optical-dazzler with
Surveillance (HELIOS) system, Lockheed Martin will help the
US Navy take a major step forward in its goal to field laser
weapon systems aboard surface ships.
“The HELIOS program is the first of its kind, and brings
together laser weapon, long-range ISR and counter-UAS
capabilities, dramatically increasing the situational awareness
and layered defense options available to the US Navy,”
said Michele Evans, Vice President and General Manager of
Integrated Warfare Systems and Sensors. “This is a true system
of capabilities, and we’re honoured the Navy trusted Lockheed
Martin to be a part of fielding these robust systems to the fleet.”
HELIOS combines three key capabilities, brought together
for the first time in one weapon system:

•

A high-energy laser system: The high-energy fibre laser
will be designed to counter unmanned aerial systems and
small boats. The energy and thermal management system

The ‘non-lethal’ ZKZM-500 laser assault rifle
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•

will leverage Lockheed Martin experience on Department
of Defense programs, and the cooling system will be
designed for maximum adaptability onboard ships. In
addition, Lockheed Martin will bring decades of shipboard
integration experience, reducing risk and increasing
reliability.
A long-range ISR capability: HELIOS sensors will be part
of an integrated weapon system, designed to provide
decision-makers with maximum access to information.
HELIOS data will be available on the Lockheed Martin-led
Aegis Combat System.
A counter-UAS dazzler capability: The HELIOS dazzler
will be designed to obscure adversarial UAS-based ISR
capabilities.

Lockheed Martin will deliver two units for test by fiscal year
2020. One unit will be delivered for shipboard integration on
an Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, and the other will be used for
land testing at White Sands Missile Range.
China develops portable laser weapon
According to the South China Morning Post (SCMP), July saw
the announcement that China has developed a portable laser
weapon that is effective for up to 800m. Powered by a
rechargeable lithium battery pack, the rifle can fire more than
1,000 shots, each lasting no longer than two seconds.
The ‘non-lethal’ ZKZM-500 laser assault rifle can produce
an energy beam invisible to the naked eye which can pass
through windows and cause ‘instant carbonisation’ of human
skin and tissue, according to researchers. Developed at the Xian
Institute of Optics and Precision Mechanics at the Chinese
Academy of Sciences in Shaanxi Province, the weapon is
apparently able to burn through clothes instantly: “If the fabric is
flammable, the whole person will be set on fire.”
Weighing in at 3kg, the ZKZM-500 can be mounted on cars,
boats and planes, and is ready for mass production. The
prototype was built by ZKZM Laser; the company is now
reportedly seeking a partner with a weapons production licence
or a partner in the security or defence industry, in order to start
large-scale production at a cost of US$15,000 per rifle.
The first units are expected to be given to anti-terrorism
squads in the Chinese Armed Police. The rifle will be effective
for a variety of situations, including hostage situations and covert
military operations. According to reports, the laser has been
tuned to an invisible frequency and produces absolutely no
sound: “Nobody will know where the attack came from. It will
look like an accident,” said one researcher.
Raytheon to develop 100kW class laser weapon system for
US Army
In July, Raytheon announced that it was developing a 100kW
class laser weapon system preliminary design for integration
onboard the Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles under the US
Army’s US$10 million High Energy Laser Tactical Vehicle
Demonstration (HEL TVD) program contract. HEL TVD, a US
Army science and technology demonstration program, is part
of the Army’s Indirect Fire Protection Capability Increment 2
initiative.
“The beauty of this system is that it’s self-contained,” said Roy
Azevedo, Vice President of Intelligence, Reconnaissance and
Surveillance Systems at Raytheon’s Space and Airborne
Systems business unit. “Multi-spectral targeting sensors, fibrecombined lasers, power and thermal sub-systems are
incorporated in a single package. This system is being designed
to knock out rockets, artillery or mortar fire, or small drones.”
Upon HEL TVD Program Option Two completion, the one
supplier will be awarded a system development and demonstration
contract by the US Army to build and integrate a weapon system
on the Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles. A System, Development
and Demonstration contract decision, valued at nearly US$130
GMC
million, is expected early in 2019.
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Battlefield of the future
Ultralife Corporation is a leading global battery manufacturer in the
government and defense, safety and security, industrial, robotics, and
energy sectors. Here, Michele Windsor, Global Marketing Manager at
Ultralife, reports on the latest in military technology trends, exploring
wearable technology and the battlefield of the future.

Michele Windsor, Global Marketing
Manager at Ultralife

Ultralife Corporation is a leading provider
of advanced, highest quality products and
services ranging from power solutions to
communications and electronics systems
to customers across the globe in the
government & defense, medical, safety &
security, energy, industrial and robotics
sectors.
With an emphasis on strong engineering
and a collaborative approach to problem
solving, the company designs, manufactures, installs and maintains power and
communications systems including
rechargeable and non-rechargeable
batteries, charging systems, communications and electronics systems and
accessories, and custom-engineered
systems.

GMC: Can you provide an overview of the products and services Ultralife
provides for the government and defense sectors?
Michele Windsor: Ultralife has provided the military with its power solutions for
the last 25 years. With expertise in designing and manufacturing batteries that
can meet the high stress demands of combat, Ultralife offers a wide range of
rechargeable and primary batteries, as well as battery chargers, adapters and
universal cables.
Ultralife’s rechargeable batteries can operate over a wide temperature range
and are ideal for rugged military use where equipment is required to operate in
extreme conditions. Our non-rechargeable batteries are designed to provide both
primary and back-up power for numerous applications from communications
equipment to imaging devices and weapon systems.
There can be no room for compromise on power during an operation and
Ultralife recently launched the next generation of its XX90 family of batteries,
both rechargeable and primary. The range has the capability of powering over
100 different applications including radios, robots and sensors. Featuring the
UB0023, UB0031 and UB0032 non-rechargeable 5390 and 5790 style batteries,
Ultralife’s non-rechargeable range offers at least 50 percent more capacity than
the lithium sulfur dioxide batteries that are still widely used by some military
organizations today. The UBBL02-01, UBBL10-01 and the UBBL13-01 were
released earlier this year as the next generation of rechargeable 2590 batteries
with more capacity, and increased discharge rate capabilities.
GMC: What’s your assessment of the market right now, and Ultralife’s place
within it?
Michele Windsor: With modernization programs and increased military spend
in the US and across Europe, there’s a great deal of innovation in the sector.
Governments are pressing companies to expand their portfolios, while demanding
a high return on their investment and the utmost quality.
Over the last decade, we’ve seen a shift in military devices becoming smaller
and more portable for soldiers in the field. This has led to soldiers carrying
numerous portable devices during operations, all of which require them to carry
an abundance of batteries. As devices have become smaller, the aim of many
soldier modernization programs like Land Warrior and Net Warrior have been to
minimize the overall weight of items carried by soldiers and use common power
sources to power all devices.
At Ultralife, we’ve responded to this trend by developing high-density,
lightweight batteries, like the XX90 range, that have a longer product development
life cycle (PDLC), one where they must survive tough conditions and offer great
reliability to deliver the best return on investment. Our experience of manufacturing
and distributing batteries for defense applications, means that governments trust
that they will get the return on investment they desire from our products.

GMC
Q&A
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GMC: Wearable technologies are becoming increasingly
advanced, providing new opportunities for enhanced
battlefield capabilities; what’s your assessment of the
wearables trend, and what steps is Ultralife taking in
becoming a part of that trend?
Michele Windsor: Wearables can also be designed to go
unnoticed and blend in with a soldier’s kit. Typically, a soldier
can be carrying equipment weighing anywhere between 40kg
and 80kg on deployment. Designing devices that are compact
or can be integrated into a soldier’s armour is not only desirable,
but will also improve the soldiers speed, providing it is also
lightweight. In the early 2000s, Ultralife was part of the US Land
Warrior (LW) Army program that sought to modernize military
kits. As part of the program, Ultralife developed the UBBL range
of land warrior batteries. These batteries were designed to be
rugged, highly energy-dense and rechargeable, so that soldiers
didn’t need to carry high volumes of batteries thus reducing the
kits overall weight.
Since then, we’ve seen the capabilities of wearable
technologies significantly improve. Now, wearables enable
soldiers to be tracked with greater accuracy, making it easier to
monitor the safety of soldiers and reduce the risk of errors. In
response to this trend, Ultralife has continued to develop its
battery technology and created the UBBL35 conformal battery.
Rather than sitting on the soldier’s hip, the battery can be
placed over the chest-armor and contours to the shape of the
body, making it a more comfortable prospect than a straightedged battery pack that might push against the body. This means
that valuable space is freed up on the soldier’s hip, which can
instead be used to store equipment that is more frequently used
or needed in an emergency and requires easy access.
Equipment such as hand-held communication devices.
With military spend on an upwards curve, the next ten years
will be fruitful for the defense technology. OEMs and design
engineers need to work closely with battery manufacturers like
Ultralife when developing the next generation of military
applications, to ensure they are integrating the most powerful
and reliable battery technologies into their device.
GMC: As the battlefield becomes increasingly digitalized,
what are your expectations for the years to come? How will
technologies develop and change warfare?
Michele Windsor: Drones have come a long way since their
initial days as gadgets for hobbyists. Military and defence drones
are mission-critical and must stay aloft for extensive periods of
time, usually beyond visual line of site and operating in less
than ideal weather conditions.
Military and defence drones require a power source that
can provide adequate capacity while maintaining a high
gravimetric energy density – this is where a new breed of
rechargeable lithium batteries is needed, using advanced

materials, to take these autonomous aircraft to the next level.
In addition to this, specialist operations will require more
additional features like cameras and weaponry to be added to
a military drone. This can impact the speed and manoeuvrability
as these additional components add to its weight.
Rechargeable lithium batteries with higher gravimetric
energy density will allow drones to fly for longer and carry an
increased payload. When coupled to electronic battery
management systems they can also be charged faster, provide
accurate runtime prediction and operate more safely, the prerequisite for reliable operation.
GMC: Towards the end of last year, Ultralife received a firmfixed price, indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract
for purchases not to exceed US$49.8 million from the US
Government’s Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) for its hybrid
lithium manganese dioxide/carbon monofluoride (CFx) nonrechargeable BA-5790 and BA-5795 batteries. Why are these
products better-suited for longer duration missions, and
what benefits do they deliver compared with legacy
products?
Michele Windsor: Fit for use in more than 50 military
applications, the non-rechargeable BA-5790 and BA-5795
batteries are the next generation of the BA-5390U range. Offering
30 percent more capacity than the BA-5390U battery, the hybrid
cell technology features a push-button operated five segment
LED display, which shows the remaining battery capacity in 20
percent increments.
For most operations there is often a 72-hour deployment
window and soldiers need a power source that is not only
reliable, but able to last extended periods of time without
charging. Integrating a battery that provides accurate fuel
gauging like the BA-5790 or BA-5795, gives soldiers the ability
to make an informed decision on whether the battery contains
enough energy for the mission ahead.
GMC: Around the same time, Ultralife was awarded a US$3.9
million contract to supply its Vehicle Amplifier-Adaptor
(VAA) to Thales Defense & Security, Inc., for the US Army’s
Security Force Assistance Brigades (SFABs). What can you
tell us about this deal, and the new capabilities it will enable?
Michele Windsor: Ultralife’s contract with Thales Defense &
Security was awarded because of our continuous investment in
the creation and development of technically advanced,
integrated communication systems devices.
The VAA extends the communication range of the multiband
inter/intra team radio (MBITR), which is the most widely fielded
handheld radio by organisations like the NATO forces around
the world. The VAA provides soldiers with an easy accessory
interface to the radio to enable efficient communication despite
being in a fast-paced environment or on-the-move.
GMC
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Live fire and simulated training
systems merge into one
When it comes to using military equipment effectively, training is everything. The more man-hours that have been spent
learning to utilise weapons or communications systems appropriately, the better and more intuitively that equipment
will be utilised in the field. Using the latest technology to aid in soldier training has become commonplace the world
over, and with good reason; the use of virtual reality and games have frequently been used to train soldiers in a wide
range of skills, including parachuting. This technology-based approach has saved countless lives, and, moreover,
helped attract new recruits who can relate more to the technology they’re accustomed to using in everyday life.
When it comes to military training, there’s few things that
can be considered as essential as live fire training, where
soldiers have the opportunity to get to grips with real ammunition
in an artificial combat situation. Live fire ranges are usually
government-owned, and completely void of other people in an
attempt to avoid casualties. During live fire exercises, soldiers
are placed in combat with derelict equipment such as tanks or
ships, drones, or, in some cases, against other soldiers.
Hands-on experience with real weapons in irreplaceable for
soldiers in the field and learning to use this equipment to the
best of their ability could one day mean the difference between
life and death. Weight, the kickback, re-loading – all this
experience is vital should the soldier ever enter a real battle.
Partaking in live fire training enables soldiers to become more
accustomed to the effect of real ammunition, how it travels, the
noise involved, and all in a safe environment. This can be a
great aid in reducing stress and imbuing soldiers with confidence.
Today, live fire training is being increasingly backed up by
virtual capabilities, systems which allow soldiers to hone their
targeting and operational techniques. The benefits of live fire
training in a simulated environment are obvious; high ammunition
costs are done away with, and the number of injuries are vastly
reduced. Of course, training in a simulated environment will never
be able to replace genuine real-world live fire exercises, however,

20

it is an excellent tool to augment existing training capabilities.
Meggitt Training Systems: Launching new products and
signing contracts
Meggitt Training Systems is a leading supplier of integrated live
fire and simulation weapons training systems supporting military,
defence and security forces, federal and international law
enforcement agencies, large metropolitan training academies,
police departments, ammunition and firearms manufacturers and
commercial shooting range owners.
In October 2017, Meggitt Training Systems launched its FATS
100P, a portable virtual training system which features advanced
functionality for both instructor and trainee, delivering weapon
handling and shot placement analytics, marksmanship automatic
coaching tools and enhanced graphic capabilities. Portable and
light, the FATS 100P comes in a rugged hand-carry case the
size of a large range bag that allows easy one-person
transportation, set up and operation.
“The FATS 100P brings portable, robust simulation training
to the field,” said Andrea Czop, Vice President for Strategy, Sales
and Marketing at Meggitt Training Systems. “This capability
enables law enforcement departments the flexibility to train
virtually anytime, anywhere.”
FATS 100P users are required to survey and react to verbal
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cues, facial expressions and overall body language to quickly
assess a situation and interact with individuals using proper
commands and perishable skills training. In conjunction with
the de-escalation of force scenarios, integrated video authoring
allows the instructor to create, edit, score, load and run customer
content filmed locally in familiar locations. Up to six weapon
simulators, including Meggitt’s BlueFire wireless weapons, can
be run simultaneously.
In the same month, Meggitt introduced a full-size live-fire
screen that enables simulation training on a firing range. The
new screen allows users to train within a shooting range using
live ammunition while scenarios are displayed on the screen
through the FATS 100LE system.
The live-fire screen includes a natural rubber screen
integrated with the FATS 100LE virtual system, leveraging the
same software and courseware used for Meggitt’s laser-based
weapons. Optical measurement of the bullet in flight determines
hit positioning, which means a much shorter guard time (the
minimum required by the system to discriminate two successive
shots) compared to other available live-fire screens. All electronic
equipment, including projection, is located above the top of the
screen and is typically installed to the ceiling behind an existing
range baffle. This eliminates the need for heavy and bulky steel
frames common in other systems. Unlike competing live-fire
offerings where screen integrity affects hit detection capability,
Meggitt’s screen surface is not needed for detection of projectiles
passing through the area of interest and is used only for showing
the projected image. It can be readily integrated into live-fire
shoot houses with other surfaces for projected images. The easyto-install, self-healing screen can be used with various types of
weapons ranging from revolvers to submachine guns and is
designed to withstand up to 50,000 rounds over the entire
surface area before replacement or repair.
“Law enforcement departments no longer have to choose
between simulation and live-fire training,” said Czop. “Meggitt’s
live-fire screen means customers can derive all the benefits of
virtual training while using live ammunition within the confines
of a firing range.”
In November, Meggitt launched its next new product; an
immersive, multi-screen FATS 300 system. The FATS 300
configuration supports weapon and ammunition types available
on the FATS 100MIL and 100LE systems, including rifles, pistols,
machine guns, anti-armour and non-lethal deterrents like pepper
spray and Taser. Other weapon types can be added via installed

software. The system can support up to 20 simulated weapons,
including a maximum of four assigned to a single user. The FATS
300 system also features 3D marksmanship, judgmental and
collective training, with high-definition imagery projected on each
active screen. The system utilizes the same high-fidelity ballistic
engine validated by the US Army and other military customers.
“Our new FATS 300 system increases the capability and
effectiveness of our military and law enforcement training
products by providing a truly immersive environment,” said
Meggitt Training Systems President Jeff Murphy. “Existing FATS
100MIL and FATS 100LE customers can upgrade to a 300degree, high-definition experience complete with 5.1 surround
sound. Now trainers can create even higher levels of realism in
a variety of marksmanship, judgmental and collective scenarios.”
Most recently in April, Meggitt was named one of five
companies qualified to fulfil a vital US Army combat skills training
program for American and allied warfighters. The Army Targetry
Systems program has a total value of US$125 million. Individual
contracts will be awarded during the next five years with an
estimated completion date of 15 March 2023.
“Meggitt Training Systems appreciates the opportunity to
deliver on the upcoming Army Targetry Systems program,” said
Jon Read, Meggitt’s Live-Fire Systems Director. “We believe
our track record at US Army training ranges at home and abroad
makes us the ideal choice for the next generation of live-fire
targets.”
Cubic Corporation wins an endless number of training
contracts
USA-based Cubic Corporation is another major developer of
simulation and training solutions for government and military
applications, employing more than 250 personnel to meet its
goals.
In October 2017, Cubic announced that its Cubic Global
Defense (CGD) division had received four additional delivery
orders totalling US$22 million, from an Indefinite Delivery/
Indefinite Quantity (IDIQ) contract, to support the US Navy’s
Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) with the creation and delivery of
immersive game-based courseware. Cubic’s Orlando, Florida
operations will be responsible for the development efforts of the
Immersive Virtual Shipboard Environment (IVSE) for LCS.
Cubic’s IVSE is an advanced learning product for the LCS
training program that puts trainees in a photo-realistic, 3D
environment to teach various tasks in settings that are virtually
identical to real-life scenarios. The additional orders received
as part of CGD’s IDIQ will add new functionality and virtual
content to the current LCS virtual training environment.
Later in May, CGD received eight additional delivery orders
totalling US$16 million from the IDIQ contract for the delivery of
immersive game-based courseware to support the US Navy’s
LCS. “We are pleased to continue our support for the US Navy
with the creation of virtual and immersive training courseware
that aligns with our NextTraining strategy,” said Dave Buss,
President of Cubic Global Defense. “The additional delivery
orders underscore our commitment to providing the Navy with
innovative, cost-effective training solutions that are aligned with
the Chief of Naval Operations’ vision of achieving high velocity
learning through 21st century technology.”
Meanwhile, November saw CGD win a glut of new contract
orders to support American defence forces:

•

Photo courtesy of Saab
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A US$11.5 million contract from the US Marine Corps
Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM) to support the
Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Training Systems
Support (MTSS) effort. During the six-month contract period,
CGD will provide training in Marine warfighting skills;
command post exercises; battle staff training; mission
rehearsal exercises; command, control, communication and
computers (C4) mobile training; in addition to combat
simulation ranging from individual to joint and combined
staffs training. MTSS is the premier training program to
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•

prepare senior commanders and their staff to operate across
the range of military operations and within the context of
Joint and/or Combined Task Force environment for the US
Marine Corps.
A more than US$61 million contract from the US Army
Contracting Command to support rotational and predeployment training exercises at the US Army’s Joint
Readiness Training Center (JRTC). The awarded amount is
for the combined one-year phase-in and base period with
four additional option years. The work has an estimated
completion date of November 2022. CGD will continue to
assist the JRTC with integrating US and allied forces into
rotational training exercises through scenarios focused on
Decisive Action and theater-specific operational
environments. These types of exercises are conducted for
units targeted for deployment in support of ongoing military
operations overseas and include situational training, live fire,
force-on-force and integrated live, virtual and constructive
(LVC) training.
A US$957 million ceiling ID/IQ multiple award task order
contract to support the US Army’s Mission Training Complex
Capabilities Support (MTCCS) program. CGD will deliver
training, technical and communications support to multiple
Mission Training Complexes (MTCs) supporting Army
Service Component Commands (ASCC), Army Corps,
divisions, brigades and below levels worldwide. The program
will provide individual, leader, small unit, battle staff and
simulation-driven Mission Command (MC) training, technical,
exercise, simulation and administrative support for various
MTCs. CGD will provide support through November 2022.

March saw the announcement of an interesting new US$3.53
billion, seven-year contract within Lockheed Martin’s team for
US Army Training Aids, Devices, Simulators and Simulations
(TADSS) Maintenance Program (ATMP). The contract, awarded
by the Army Contracting Command – Orlando, in support of the
US Army Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation (PEO STRI), will sustain more than 300,000
fielded, including live-fire ranges and instrumentation systems
worldwide.
CGD will receive more than US$185 million with substantial
additional over-and-above work likely to sustain TADSS across
the live, virtual, constructive and gaming (LVC-G) domains at
multiple locations supporting the Army’s readiness at home
stations and Combat Training Centers (CTCs). CGGD will be
responsible for global operations supporting 21 locations across
10 states and three countries with more than 500 personnel.
The ATMP program will support over 61 different types of training
aides and devices to include Cubic’s man-worn Multiple
Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES) and Home
station Instrumented Training System (HITS). Cubic will begin
its five-month phase-in with full performance anticipated to
commence in October 2018.
“We are honoured to be part of this winning team with
Lockheed Martin. Delivering integrated and effective training
solutions to enhance operational performance and mission
readiness are at the core of our NextTrainingTM strategy,” said
Dave Buss, President of CGD. “We look forward to working
closely with Lockheed Martin and other partners included in
this program to improve operational availability of the Army’s
TADDS in the critical role of training Soldiers worldwide.”
Of course, CGD doesn’t deliver all its services as a
standalone entity. In May, the division signed two new
partnerships for delivery of services:

•

A US$6 million contract in partnership with Federal
Resources will see the United States Air National Guard
(ANG) equipped with 95 PRISim Suite PortableTrainer
systems that include recoil and less-lethal training weapons
and devices. The system also includes software capabilities
that allow customization of scenarios. To be deployed at every
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ANG base, the systems will train security forces personnel
in use-of-force policy and handling of deadly force and lesslethal weapons. Cubic’s L750 portable system from the
PRISim Suite product line leverages high-definition,
interactive videos and game-engine technology to create
realistic training theatres for all aspects of firearms handling.
The system is easy-to-use, simple to transport and quick to
deploy with an industry-leading set up time of three minutes.
It includes a Surface Pro tablet controller and features three
modes of training – branching video for use of force training,
marksmanship and skill builder modes.
CGD and 4C Strategies have formed a new strategic
partnership to cooperate globally in the development and
delivery of next-generation training and readiness
capabilities to shared customers. CGD and 4C Strategies
will explore opportunities to further integrate the companies’
complementary products, services and solutions. The
partnership will provide open and scalable training solutions
with a focus on customer outcomes rather than a ‘one-sizefits-all’ proprietary approach. The companies anticipate
improved aggregation between quantitative data generated
within training simulation applications, such as CGD’s CATS
Metrix, and the qualitative assessments made by observers
and stored in 4C Strategies’ EXONAUT Software Suite, will
enable significant advances in performance-based training.
Combining this data provides enormous potential for data
analytics, improved learning outcomes and greater readiness
management.

Saab delivers updated simulation capabilities in Europe
Saab is one of the world’s leading providers of military simulation
technologies, serving customers across the globe with effective
training solutions. In November 2017, Saab launched a new
tool, We:Are, for military exercise leaders, which is built on
augmented reality for Smart phones and tablets. The new
application provides a 360-degree overview of the battlefield,
offering real-time visualisation of targets, engagements and
movements.
Suitable for both night and day exercises, the Observers/
Controllers can easily locate troops, and with a single click, the
view changes between the real training environment and an
overview image of the exercise area. Based on Google Maps,
We:Are is fully compatible with all Saab instrumented training
systems. New threats, such as minefields and artillery, can be
introduced to the exercise at any time. Injury types, numbers of
dead or wounded, and damaged vehicles can also be visualised.

Photo courtesy of Saab
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“We:Area has been designed with simplicity and smoothness
in mind. With the device the exercise leader can focus on what
is important, which is to keep track on the individuals and
evaluate entire troops in the field,” said Åsa Thegström, Head of
Business Training & Simulation at Saab’s Dynamics business
area.
Meanwhile, in January, Saab received an US$12 million order
from the Federal Office of Bundeswehr Equipment, Information
Technology and In-Service Support (BAAINBw) for the upgrade
of the German Army’s vehicle simulators. Saab will provide new
software and hardware to German Army vehicles and tanks
operating the laser simulator BT 46, such as Leopard, Fennek,
Marder and Wiesel. The new standard for laser codes, SISO,
will be implemented in the upgrade, so the German Army will
be interoperable with most other European countries. This is
important because the number of multinational exercises is
increasing.
“An effect of the security situation in Europe is that more
and more of our customers emphasize that interoperability is
extremely important in order to carry out multinational exercises
of high quality,” said Thegström.
“The German Army has been a customer on the laser
simulator BT 46 since 1985, and during the years we have
delivered the system for almost all weapons on German fighting
vehicles and main battle tanks. It is a proven simulator system
for gunnery training with different weapons and for realistic and
tactical combat exercises in field,” added Görgen Johansson,
Head of Saab’s Dynamic business area.
In March, Saab received a US$12.9 million order from the
Defence Material Organisation (DMO) for support and upgrade
of simulators for the Netherland Army’s Mobile Combat Training
Centre. The contract is for a two-year extension and includes
an option for one additional year of support. Back in the early
2000s, Saab delivered the Mobile Combat Training Centre

(MCTC) to the Netherlands Army. Over the years, the centre
has been updated with new features and is now the world´s
largest mobile training centre for training up to battalion level
(Level 5). The training centre moves to several different nations
in Europe for exercises in different environments and for joint
exercises with other nations.
Later in April, Saab signed an US$5.7 million contract with
the Swedish Defence Materiel Administration (FMV) for training
systems for the Swedish Army. The contract includes deliveries
of the Manpack 300 training system to most of the regiments in
Sweden and a number of networked base stations. The Manpack
300 systems, used for controlling, monitoring and collecting
training data for analyse of exercises, comes with commercial
4G functionality, which delivers improved capability during
exercises. The base stations come in the form of mobile
containers, so they can be deployed anywhere.
“With this order, the Swedish Army is upgrading and
modernising its training capability. The new systems allow for
larger geographical coverage for the training. It also ensures
that radio communication can be recorded via the base stations,
allowing the customer to evaluate that part of the training,” said
Thegström.
A merger of technologies
It’s clear from reviewing the above contracts and new
technologies that simulated training techniques, particularly
those incorporating augmented reality, are fast being merged
with traditional live fire training systems. More and more, military
groups are opting for the safer option (simulation) ahead of the
more risky and expensive option (live fire).
Meanwhile, as technologies advance further, with portable
laser weapons becoming a reality, it may become increasingly
complex to differentiate between simulated and live fire training
methods.
GMC
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Advancing electronic
warfare solutions
Chemring Technology Solutions develops electronic warfare, signals
intelligence, EOD, counter IED, tactical communications and cyber security
technologies. Its leading-edge capabilities are supplied to Defence forces
globally, to mitigate current and emerging threats. Rob Hall, Head of Product
Strategy at Chemring Technology Solutions, discusses military
communications, Electronic Warfare and more.

Rob Hall, Head of Product Strategy
at Chemring Technology Solutions

Chemring Technology Solutions is a
global provider of advanced Electronic
Warfare (EW), Explosive Ordnance
Disposal (EOD), and Communication
Information Systems (CIS) products that
deliver leading edge technology to
mitigate current and emerging threats.
Trusted by armed forces, governments,
and national security customers
worldwide its understanding of operational
requirements allows it to deliver products
able to meet today’s asymmetric threat
environments. Chemring products are
relied upon by the best equipped armed
forces in the world, including the UK MoD
and NATO allies.

Question: Can you give us an overview of the types of services and solutions
Chemring Technology Solutions (CTS) provides to the military and
government markets?
Rob Hall: We are a global provider of advanced Electronic Warfare (EW), Explosive
Ordnance Disposal (EOD), and Communication Information Systems (CIS). We
work with armed forces worldwide, delivering off the shelf and custom solutions.
Question: What are the latest trends and challenges you’ve observed in
your market, and how is CTS responding to these?
Rob Hall: There will always be a continuous evolution of the threat faced by
armed forces. This changes the nature of the task to be performed and the method
to deliver the required effect. We see this across EOD where new ways of keeping
soldiers out of harm’s way are being sought.
In the EW arena there is an increasing sophistication of adversaries’
communication equipment, a denser signal environment and an increase in
jamming. CTS runs regular discussions with our customers to present our view
of the future, capture their challenges and feed these into our product roadmaps.
These also take account of the continuous drive to achieve more for less: Both in
terms of expenditure on equipment and the personnel to deliver the effect.
Question: Electronic warfare is becoming ever-more advanced. What can
you tell us about the environment today, and how defence forces can prepare
themselves?
Rob Hall: The EW environment of today is one in transition. Both the adversaries’
communication systems and the operational environment are becoming more
complex. Where once the target in a border-patrol mission was an analogue
Push-To-Talk radio, now it is often an encrypted Digital Mobile Radio. Also, an
increasing number of operations take place in urban environments, where the
density of signals is high and multipath is a challenge. These are the technical
issues we’re seeing. Aligned to this is the challenge in procurement timescales
and the pressure on budgets.
Defence forces have been evaluating these futures and these challenges in
order to develop their forecasts and doctrine. These form the basis for the definition
of what effects will need to be delivered in the future and what capabilities will be
needed to achieve these.
To provide a continuous capability advantage, the EW system of the future
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must be able to operate in a complex, multi-domain, crossorganisation and multi-national environment, which joins EW
and cyber effects in a unified capability. All of this must be
achieved against the requirement for value for money, system
scalability and continuity of user experience.
These requirements are supported by the open interfaces
and standards in the EW environment. When defence forces
adopt these, it allows them to purchase equipment to meet the
current need and to add in further capabilities from the same or
other vendors when responding to new threats. This allows a
best-of-breed approach and also start-small, be responsive,
‘spiral’ procurement.
This model will also drive the increase in availability of
interoperable EW systems from vendors, making them more
modular and scalable.
In addition, as seen in recent conflicts, further challenge is
coming from increasingly-capable Electronic Attack (EA)
approaches deployed against military and civilian systems and
personnel.
This equipment enables an adversary to deny parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) or manipulate the
communications carried. They could also use local electronic
devices, acting as ‘EW landmines’ that transmit spurious data
to deceive and swamp an enemy’s EW system with false signals.
Likewise, an adversary can simply re-transmit EMS traffic from
the last few days, just to increase the EW processing burden.
To combat the increasingly congested EMS, the EW system
of the future will have to be more selective, in order to deliver
precision Direction Finding (DF) in urban environments, whilst
also being resilient to jamming, deception and flooding. To cope
effectively with the network ‘noise’ generated by both benign
civilian and military tactical communications, it will also need to
be capable of processing vast amounts of data for real time
analysis.
This data will be coming from multiple platforms, such as
UAVs, UGVs, and unmanned sensors, so the future EW solution
will be integrating many sources - contributing more effectively
to tactical and on the ground support. Thus, selecting and
standardising on a single software /middleware tool to integrate
and present these disparate sources will simplify the situational
awareness through visualisation into one common picture.
The increased use of smart phones and peer-to-peer
technologies also necessitates a capability to deal with voice
and data communication applications over cellular and WiFi
networks. Future EW systems may also need to act as a cell
tower, so that local civilian networks can be switched off.
Question: September 2017 saw CTS launch a major
capability upgrade of its RESOLVE electronic warfare
system. What can you tell us about the system and the latest
improvements?
Rob Hall: Our original development of RESOLVE was a real
step-change, as no other EW system provided such a high level
of direction-finding capability for mounted and dismounted
missions. RESOLVE is a wideband EW sensor, with a single
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node providing direction finding and signal exploitation. Multiple
nodes or a single, moving node will provide a position fix to
accurately locate the transmitter.
The capability upgrade last September automated the target
geo-location function for single-node, mounted operations. One
moving node can automatically geo-locate a transmitter. It also
delivered additional, ground-breaking intelligence development
tools via the built-in user interface.
Modern warfighting demands flexibility from assets to give
the best options in any situation. The latest RESOLVE system
therefore allows the system to be ‘clipped onto’ any available
mobile platform, with no requirement for calibration. This is the
world’s first system to be able go from on-the-march to vehiclemounted instantly.
Question: Back in November 2017, the Spanish Guardia Civil
chose CTS’s Perception Cyber Security system to protect
its critical network assets. What’s your assessment of the
cyber threat faced by governments and militaries today?
Rob Hall: Critical network assets need protection from
increasingly sophisticated cyber-attacks, as well as the ability
to identify malicious insiders or other vulnerabilities within the
network. The growing complexity of network security is becoming
difficult for organisations to manage, leading to mistakes or gaps
for attackers to exploit.
Based on declassified work for national security agencies,
Perception has been proven to take the fight against cybercrime
to a new level. With its deep learning capability and the ability to
adapt based on changing network behaviours, Perception
enables organisations to identify future advanced threats as they
emerge.
Perception fills the gaps in the cyber defences of
organisations, as it is able to identify malicious activity without
requiring prior knowledge of the threat, as well as alerting the
user to potential vulnerabilities so they can be resolved before
an attacker exploits them. This makes it more difficult for malware
to evade detection and easier for analysts to proactively detect
network vulnerabilities and user error.
As well as detecting threats and vulnerabilities as they
happen, Perception uses artificial intelligence (AI) to intelligently
interlink network events across months, weeks, and minutes,
enabling large-volume data pattern analysis. This significantly
improves ‘low and slow’ threat detection capabilities, in addition
to providing a low false alarm rate. Perception also detects the
slow, unauthorised external extraction of information from the
network, even when sophisticated obfuscation techniques are
used.
Question: In June, CTS launched VIPER, the world’s first
electronic warfare manpack geofencing capability. Can you
tell us more about the product, and what benefits it delivers
compared with alternative products?
Rob Hall: VIPER is another market-first for us as it delivers a
level of EW capability usually associated with larger systems. It
was deployed at both this year’s CyberQuest experiment and
Exercise Lightning Forge in the US, proving operational value
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in a live environment. Developed by EW operators for EW
operators, we believe that we have created the most capable
and user-friendly EW manpack system, offering the next step
to counter current and evolving threats.
A major software upgrade to our RESOLVE EW manpack
system, VIPER uses geofencing technology to automate signal
handling and reduce the cognitive burden. Operators can select
the geographic area of interest and be provided with pinpoint
accuracy within it. With this reduced collection of unwanted
signals also comes a reduced requirement to communicate this
information across the network – reducing the requirement for
bandwidth.
The drive behind VIPER was the removal of issues related
to complex RF-data presentation and laborious information
access. VIPER moves away from EW as a system that feeds
the operator an enormous volume of information. It automates
processing as much as possible - so that only the information
pertinent to their mission is displayed. VIPER’s mapping
representation enables the operator to see all relevant target
activity, in real-time, helping them to quickly identify a precise
target fix.
Highly targeted pre-mission planning and real-time mission
adaptation is made possible via VIPER’s path profile tools. Premission, VIPER processes terrain height against relative radio
frequency (RF) to pinpoint the optimum locations for EW data
collection nodes. During a mission, automated database analysis
quickly delivers operators relevant target insight via a userfriendly interface, enabling commanders and operators to
respond faster to the evolving battlefield situation. Post mission,
VIPER gives rapid access to the exact data sought.
Question: It’s been a very busy year so far for CTS – What
are your expectations from the next twelve months?
Rob Hall: We see our role as supporting our customers in doing
the job that they need to do. So, we’ll continue to work with
them to provide their current and future solutions. Across our
portfolio, demand remains high. We are seeing particular
increases in our Perimeter Security, Cyber Security, Wire
Detection and High Frequency Direction Finding solutions.
We understand how high-pressure situations make
operations more challenging. This guides our focus on increasing
safety, simplicity and reliability when dealing with energetic
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materials. This is visible in our, recently launched, LoRIS longrange wireless initiation system. It uses a simple picture-based
interface, a removable safety key and high energy output to
initiate low sensitivity detonators. Interest in LoRIS is high and
customers are lined up to evaluate it.
The next twelve months will see our customers maintaining
or increasing levels of operation globally. We’ll be continuously
developing our products to enable them to detect and disrupt
GMC
effectively, to achieve their outcomes.
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